
Improve Sleep, 
Reduce Stress and 

Anxiety with 
Feldenkrais®



What is Feldenkrais?
The Feldenkrais Method is an embodied process of LEARNING through 
movement with awareness that leads to improvement of coordination, action, 
and the self-image.

• Improve Function by Moving Thinking Sensing Feeling
• Make Changes by Slowing down, getting Curious, doing Less
• Build biological fitness and resilience 
• Learn to Survive and Thrive in uncertain times
• Learn to Respond with Maturity instead of Reacting with Impulsivity
• It’s constant Learning Process in a safe non-judgmental environment
• Offering non-habitual patterns to challenge your nervous system to update 

your habits 







Sensory Homunculus

Note the size of the thumb 
and hand’s representation 
on the brain in relation to 
the shoulder, foot or hip.



Before we begin, you will need:



Lesson 1 Scan and Breathe





The Homunculus
Image of a person with the size of the body parts 
distorted to represent how much area of the 
cerebral cortex of the brain is devoted to it. For 
example, the legs are small but the mouth and 
hands are large.
Because of the fine motor skills and sense nerves 
found in these particular parts of the body they are 
represented as being larger on the homunculus. A 
part of the body with fewer sensory and/or motor 
connections to the brain is represented to appear 
smaller.
The cortical homunculus is a visual representation of 
the concept of "the body within the brain" that 
one's hand or face exists as much as a series of 
nerve structures or a "neuron concept" as it does a 
physical form.



Lesson 2 - Octopus Hands





Lesson 3 - The Shiny Little Black Ball





A Few Important Feldenkrais Principles



Dr. Moshe Feldenkrais quotes



Get this book!
It’s available on 
Kindle as well as 
Audible.

Nestor also has 
many very 
interesting video 
interviews on 
Youtube – well 
worth watching.



About Chrish Kresge, GCFP, RSME

Chrish Kresge is a Feldenkrais practitioner in Washington, DC. who works with people of all ages and 
backgrounds, using movement as a primary tool for improving function, self-awareness, posture, thinking, 
voice, and overall health and wellness.  Chrish is also an actor, producer and director. 
In addition to working with performing artists and business executives alike, Chrish specializes in working with 
children with disabilities and trauma and is a graduate of the Anat Baniel Neuromovement® Method for 
Children®. Her studies with Ruthy Alon (Movement Intelligence) have also informed her work in many ways. 
She also attends the Feldenkrais Training Academy in Seattle, WA with Dr. Jeffrey Haller. 
She co-edited a book about the Feldenkrais Method, Learning Through Movement: The Feldenkrais Method, 
recently published by Handspring Publishing (UK). feldenkraismovementbook.com
She maintains an active private practice and teaches 5 group Feldenkrais Awareness Through Movement® 
classes per week in her studio in Northwest Washington, D.C., and is currently teaching online as well.

http://chrishkresge.com/ feldenkrais@gmail.com

https://www.anatbanielmethod.com/about-abm/neuromovement-2
http://www.movementintelligence.com/About-Ruthy.html
https://feldenkraistrainingacademy.com/
http://feldenkraismovementbook.com/
http://chrishkresge.com/
mailto:feldenkrais@gmail.com

